
AGM 30th January 2011 

Marden Village Hall 

 

Apologies: Gary, Ivy 

Chairman’s Report 

Sub’s do not cover the bands expenses; we need the income from gigs. 

Feedback from the survey shows we are a happy, positive band.  

 

Mestre’s Report 

Alex:   54 gigs so far this year .  12 gigs booked so far for 2011 – Milton Keynes want all of the band 

for a big show at MK Dons.  

Good mix of old & new members; good to see Bloco Fogo as one band with a mix of both town 

bands at gigs.   

Working on moves; work in progress.  Considering how to approach based on feedback on those 

that enjoy the moves and those that don’t.  

Considering bringing in timba’s to the band, also shekere for the shaker section.  

Alex would like to increase the size of Bloco Fogo with Matt – in Brighton, also Gillingham, Rochester 

etc...  Bigger pool of players for gigging season.  

Overall level of the group is very high; the material is difficult but the costume, movement and music 

gains good feedback from bookers. 

Thanks to everyone for the time and effort they put into the band. 

Matt: Average 20-25 players each week in Maidstone. The band is continuing to grow and get 

stronger. 

Issue with start time; trying to discuss a later start time with Trinity, please try to arrive on time. 

Into 10th month of having a rehearsal structure.  14 grooves to the repertoire; important to play 

every groove at least once in a month.  

Thank you to Dan for pulling together the dots and doing a great job as assistant mestre.  

Recently taken on Sally & Jasmine as trainee assistant mestres. 

Individual training for sections was highlighted in the survey; concern that it can be disrupted by 

taking sections out for too long.  Willing to give it a go for 15-20 mins.   



Jane: If mestre’s could rotate through the sections that would be just as useful.  This is something 

that Alex is hoping to do more of.  

 

Alex: band needs to bear with the new mestre’s as they are trained  

 

Thank you to Sandra for maintaining the Maidstone costume.  

Geoff C- maintaining drums 

Graham- special effects 

Jan & Phil for everything they do. 

Kim: Would like to highlight the rehearsal structure, introduced based on feedback from last AGM 

which has made a huge difference. 

ACTION: Include rehearsal structure on newsletter. 

Request: Mandy – mix up old & new tunes- 2 new tunes in a week is quite a lot to take on. 

Geoff raised a concern from Ivy: doesn’t want to leave a gap in shakers by moving to top surdo.  

Alex- people should be encouraged to move – adaptable players are very useful to the band and it’s 

great to maintain interest.  

Roy: query re complexity of the numbers. As a community group that may become more of a 

problem.   Alex: ongoing learning experience; sound and moves develop.  It won’t get any more 

complicated than it is now.  Corporate group would get more complex – learn set and perform with 

minimal direction from the mestre.  

Jane: need to make it very clear to new people that they don’t need to do everything; should keep it 

simple while learning. 

Sue: would find it useful to have the music written down. 

Jane: Suggested a ‘buddy’ system. 

Kim: Would like to thank the mestres in particular for the rehearsal structure. 

Alex: Would like to do a verado session for the tams. 

 

Finance Report 

Now able to pay money directly into bank accounts.  Also able to make foreign transfers (payment to 

India for coats).  

Turnover was over £40k for the second year running. 



Income (2010) – 45 gigs in the calendar year @ £26.5k   

8 were free gigs. 

12 gigs brought in 0-£200. 

Lost £2000 on bottom 12 gigs; did include some of the prestigious ones like Thames & Mayors 

parade. 

Perhaps charge minimum of £400 per gig, restrict free gigs to local area due to costs incurred.  

Sarah: Visibility of how much a gig is worth to the band may be useful to encourage people to gig/ 

make priority call. 

Graham: Could control costs by approaching London football clubs rather than gig a long way away 

for MK Dons. 

 Belinda: What’s BF about? Gigs far away, or presence in the local community.   

Kim: both; have to do the first to pay for the second. Aware that it is a balance.  

12 people joined the band, 17 left. 5 joined & left in the same year.  66 members: 39 T Wells / 27 

Maidstone.  Declining each year.    

Phil: suggest a small increment on the subs each year, rather than leave it for years then a big jump.  

Overspend in 4 areas: Cardiff Encontro (accommodation at Urdd), Petrol expenses, Travel (Coburg / 

Thames, MK Dons), Costume (Anniversary T shirts, stock T shirts) 

Overall loss £8.5k.  Loss of £7k was forecasted.  

Also cost of assistant mestres.  

Budget for 2011: copies made available at meeting. 

Includes essential costs for running the band.  Forecasting a slight loss of c £1k. 

Choreography , beginners workshops, new instruments etc will all need to come out of the reserves 

/ in place of something in the budget.  

Reminder of 3 main areas for spending: 

 Mestres 

 Petrol Expenses 

 Travel Expenses 

E.g. Xmas party?  

Eve: Suggest a 6 month review of finances, vote from band on significant expenses e.g. T-shirts. 

Matt:  Should we be charging more for gigs.  



Show of hands – would people go to free gigs if we didn’t get petrol expenses? Majority = yes, but it 

would depend on what the gig was for or where it was.  Mestre’s don’t get paid for free gigs.  

Geoff: free gig for local gigs as we’re a community band.   

Sarah: Is there an insurance issue re claiming for petrol if driving other people to gigs? Don’t think 

so.   

Proposal: Option to claim petrol for free gigs but make it clear on gig list whether it’s a free gig or 

not.  Majority vote yes.  

Need to improve on car sharing.  

ACTION:  6 month review of where the finances are; on track/call Extra-ordinary meeting.  

Dave: Cost of setting up a new band?  Alex: Received grants for Maidstone (& instruments) so broke 

even.  Would need grants before setting up a new band.  

Eve: The survey results say the majority of the band is happy with the size that it is.  Caution: new 

bands must be on a cost recovery basis.  Consider the time commitment of the committee in setting 

up a new band; costs for admin / accounts etc.   

 Franchise would be self funded; so not technically a franchise.  

Feedback from Online Survey 

Can’t do all the suggestions raised in the survey; limited resources. 

56% of members heard about the band at gigs: could give out flyers, engage audience. 

Geoff: size of band; broad question.  Size of band at rehearsal is OK, but small number attend gigs.   

Dan: Happy with size of band as it is, not unhappy with it growing. 

Beginners Workshops: market throughout the year, advertise, flyers at gigs, press.  1 intake. 

Welcome at other times of the year as well. 

Graham; suggested Kings Hill. 

Marketing material: CD (but expense is high ). Need to look at which ones are worth taking forward 

and secure repeat bookings. 

Important for everyone to have flyers. 

Esme: Thinks we could appeal more to teenagers; wristbands, necklaces etc – “cool” 

Matt: Egg shakers with band logo. 

Lisa: Do we need a press officer/ someone to coordinate publicity? Volunteers? 

Bec: if existing band members attend beginners workshops it may put off new starters as they will 

already be further in advance.   



May help integrate new members.  Matt: will have to be treated as a new member; may find it very 

basic.  

Could encourage ‘swaps’ with band members as there is a concern that gaps would be left if people 

move instruments.  

Alex & Dan currently writing a new tune for 2011.   

Roy:  Mestre’s to announce grooves so we can associate the name with the call. 

Encourage fills for those that feel confident to do so, if in context.  Alex hoping to develop this over 

the next year by going through the band.  

Jane: Could we add car sharing to the gig list? Tick box for spaces available, or space wanted?   

ACTION: Dan to get a quote from Steve to add this. 

Alex doesn’t want us to let members of the audience play instruments during a performance; we can 

afterwards.  We can go into the audience to dance etc if we want to. 

Graham: Decision on dancers?   Have we approached local dance schools?  Kim: haven’t given up on 

dancers but have decided not to fund it.  Not actively pursuing.  

What are the next steps?  Pick out key themes?  

ACTION:  Inform band of date of next committee where the results will be discussed; request band 

to raise issues with committee members in advance of the meeting.  

Thanks to Dave for all his hard work on the survey. 

 

Costume 

Coats have been ordered. In process of finalising payment; should arrive in next month. 

New trousers & skirts ordered.  

Headbands have arrived. 

Propose: band members are given trousers, jacket & headbands of their own which they will sign 

for.  There will be stock for infrequent giggers / new members.  If they can remember their T-shirts, 

they can remember their uniform! 

Trousers to be washed on a cool wash, on their own.  

Approx £50 for costume (incl. Beads & lights). 

Responsibility of all to make sure we’re wearing the right costume.  Can’t gig without the right 

costume.   

Encourage shoes in band colours: Red, yellow, white or gold. 



All to bring back old costume & beads.  Will all be kept as spares (or use at Lewes / bonfire parades).  

Thank you to everyone in both bands who have been involved with and help with costumes.  

Bayana costumes: Bec, Jane & Caroline would like to do this; propose making 2 costumes.   Perform 

at gigs to interact with the audience.   Budget of £50 for material already agreed.  

Bandana: in band colours; suggest the yellow scarf.  

Graham: should the Red stripes be more uniform? No.  So long as it’s up to the bandana. 

Elections to Committees  

Lisa is standing down – would still like to be involved in Coburg & New Starters. 

John to stand down.  

Geoff re-elected as treasurer. 

Kim re-elected as Chairman. 

Belinda up for election. Eve seconds.  

Leonie to stand for election.  Jane seconds. 

 

AOB 

Thank you to Phil for the newsletter 

Thank you to Dan, Steve & Phil for the gig list. 

Thank you to Alex & Matt – for going above & beyond for the band! 

Alex suggested buying our own T-shirts for Coburg? General interest. 

Emily volunteered to help out with Coburg organisation. 

Luton Encontro – sign up on the gig sheet if interested.  

Alex queried whether we should buy shekeres? Will discuss at the next committee meeting in light 

of this year’s budget.  

Speak to Geoff re orders from Kalango – he gets a 10% discount (excluding drum bags).  

New Starters – direct them to Phil to get contact details, give newsletter etc.  

Jane: Need to be aware of the things we take for granted  

 


